The threshold power for laser induced breakdown in liquid He4 has been investigated above and below the 2-transition. The results seem to indicate that the threshold power is mainly determined by the impurity content of the liquid.
Recent experiments 1-4 on laser induced breakdown in compressed helium gas and in liquid helium suggest that optical breakdown is caused by an electronic avalanche mechanism5. According to this mechanism the threshold power for optical breakdown should increase with decreasing electronic scattering rate, or with atomic density since electrons are mainly scat tered by atoms. This close relationship between the threshold power and the atomic density has indeed been observed both in helium gas1-3 and in liquid helium from 4.2 °K to 2.2 °K 3> 4.
At lower temperatures, however, W i n t e r l i n g , H ein i c k e and D r a n s f e l d 4 observed a strong temperature variation of the threshold power, which increased by one order of magnitude on cooling from Tx to 1.5 °K, although the atomic density remains almost constant in this temperature interval.
In this communication we present evidence that this anomalous temperature dependence is not caused by a temperature dependent electronic scattering rate as suggested previously 4 > 6 but by the impurity content of the liquid.
The Role of Initial Electrons
A b r i k o s o v a and B o c h k o v a 3 as well as W i n t e r l i n g and H e i n i c k e 7 have observed an interesting time dependence of the threshold power: The initial optical breakdown required the highest available laser power, while subsequent breakdowns a few minutes later could be produced by a power which was about one order of magnitude smaller. This reduction only disappeared if the time interval between pulses was larger than 30 minutes. Theoretically, optical breakdow n in pure helium can only occur at moderate threshold powers if there is at least one free electron in the focal volum e 5 of the liq u id when the laser pulse is arriving. Therefore the question arises whether the relatively hig h thresh old power observed for the first breakdow n is sim ply caused by the lade of an in itia l electron, an d whether the electrons -left over from the first breakdow nare responsible for ig n itin g the subsequent bre ak down at a much lower threshold power.
In order to check this assum ption we injected elec trons from a hot c a th o d e 8 into the liq u id sweeping them into the focal volum e by an electric field (5 0 V /c m ).
From the m easured current density (2 • 10-11 A /c m 2) and the know n electronic m o b ility 9
the num ber of electrons in the focal volum e was esti mated to be at least 103. This h ig h density of electrons (6 orders of m agnitude higher than the n a tu ra l back ground 10) produced no observable influence on the threshold power neither for the first nor for subsequent pulses. -W i n t e r l i n g , H e in ic k e and D r a n s f e ld 4 reached essentially the same conclusion from their experim ents: By a dc electric field they swept away all charge carriers out of the focal volum e. This removal of electrons prior to in d u c in g breakdow n had again no influence on the observed threshold power.
The Role of Impurities
From the above observations one can safely conclude that a considerably higher density of free electrons m ust be necessary for the production of breakdow n. P resum ably im purities alone, having a m uch lower ionisation energy than h e liu m atoms, produce the first copious supply of electrons when the laser pulse arrives.
I f no special precautions are taken to p u rify liq u id helium , it m ay have an im p u rity content of one part per m illio n or more, not only of H e3 b u t also of microcrystallites of air and other m aterials which can be easily ionized in the in itia l phases of each laser pulse. I f the num be r of free carriers generated this way inside the focal volum e exceeds a bout 106 the threshold power for o ptical breakdow n is expected to decrease noticeably 5.
Since these foreign m aterials have m ostly a density higher th an that of the liq u id , they are able to sediment out, only rather slowly in He I, b ut relatively fast in superfluid He I I n .
If the breakdown is indeed promoted by sedimenting impurities one would except the threshold power to increase in time if the liquid is kept in the superfluid state: 1) When the liquid was maintained at 1.9 °K for 30 minutes we observed an increase of the thresh old power by one order of magnitude. 2) At the same temperature the threshold power decreased again by similar amount if the sedi mentation of the impurities was prevented, for example, by simply stirring the liquid mechanically. All these observations lead to the conclusion that the presence of impurities in liquid helium plays a very important role in the observed process of optical breakdown.
The authors are greatly indebted to Prof. K. D r a n s f e l d for many stimulating discussions. 
Curie-Weiß

I. Introduction
The Curie-Weiß type temperature dependence of magnetic or dielectric susceptibilities as well as of the compressibility of real gases have been known for long time. Only recently the analogous temperature de pendence has been discovered for the elastic response of a solid, namely niobium loaded with hydrogen1. Actually this system shows elastic properties which are a mixture of those of a solid and a real gas. This peculiar behaviour results from the fact that hydrogen in metals like Nb behaves like a gas in the space of the metallic host lattice 2. The phase diagram for H in Nb 3 shows a miscibility gap separating the lattice-gasand lattice-liquid-phases and ending in a critical point.
The properties of the lattice gas can be studied ex perimentally by means of the elastic diffusional relaxa tion process (Gorsky effect)4. The relaxation strength Ae of the Gorsky effect is given by 5 fa /SjM'p1
For the critical density oc the compressibility ap proaches infinity for T Tc . Therefore the relaxation strength should diverge as it approaches the critical point.
Experiments
Static Gorsky-effect measurements have been per formed in a torsion pendulum apparatus. The sample consisted of a Nb-spring, loaded with the critical con centration of 34 at.-% H. Both the relaxation strength and the relaxation time have been measured as a func tion of temperature. More experimental details have been published in Ref. 6 .
1) Relaxation Strength
Usually, elastic after-effect phenomena are at maxi mum in the percent region of the elastic strain. Fig. 1 shows as a counter-example an elastic after-effect curve as measured for a NbHo.34 -sample at 181 °C. The anelastic strain fa exceeds the elastic strain by a factor of 20, and still remains fully reversible. Fig. 2 , in which £e = elastic strain, £a = total anelastic strain, fi -chemi cal potential, g = density of the lattice gas, Xiso = iso thermal compressibility of the lattice gas. 
